LEADERSHIP INSIGHTS

What Every Savvy Church Leader
Should Expect from their Accounting Software

“It’s time for church leaders to see clearly that
being vision-minded about mission, means being
vision-minded about money and the software
that manages it.”
—Nathan Parris, Pastor, CPA, CGMA

NP CPA Services helps faith-based organizations meet the highest
expectations for effective financial stewardship. Through market leading
software and guidance built on direct experience, NP CPA
Services enables church leaders to better serve the faith community.

Impactful Churches are Financially Empowered
Churches with the right accounting software have three things in common.
They have more money, time, and information to put towards serving their
mission.

NP CPA Services offers:

To get there, church leaders don’t need to be accounting software experts,
but they do need a solid approach to selecting the right software.

• Implementation
and migration

• Software consulting

• Systems integration
Church accounting isn't the same as commercial accounting. Churches need
fund-based accounting and project tracking by fund to measure performance
and manage cash balances related to specific programs, campus locations,
and ministry lines more effectively.
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Measurement of the Return on Investment for
Church Events
Many churches are event driven. Typically, church events revolve around
either a message series, missions, student programs, or holidays like Easter
or Christmas.
With these events, come stage sets, ministry displays, curriculum, mailers,
signage and promotional expenses, and outreach supplies. In addition, the
pastor may ask the congregation to take action on some community
project as it relates to this same message series.
Effectively managing finances for events and messages series demands
answers to some tough questions:
• How will your church categorize events and costs in order to turn raw
data into useful information?
• What are the most consistent and useful benchmarks to measure
year-over-year trends?
• Are resources being used in a way that truly furthers your mission
financially?

Blackbaud Financial Edge NXT.
Ideal for churches.
Event ROI Measurement
Manage the financial results of
church events year round.
Campaign Success Analytics
Oversight to keep capital
projects on budget.
Controls for Spending
Approvals and controls to
maximize the impact of every
dollar.

Financial Edge NXT makes answering these questions easier with its ability
to find predictable trends through analytics, project tracking, and useful
alert tools.

Every Dollar Counts

1%

annual income
surplus of the
average church

Source: ChristianityToday.com
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Church Campaign Success Analytics
The vision of the church is to build up the kingdom of God. Often times this
vision begins with a building or with a cause to raise awareness to meet the
needs of the church, community, and globally. Without a realistic vision, the
plans for making an eternal difference will fail. You need people to come
along side you--people who are willing to share that same vision.
How does the church find success in reaching this vision? Whether it’s a
building or a community, for every vision, funds are needed. When it comes
to managing these funds, you need answers to questions such as:
• How many individuals will it take to accomplish goals based on average
gift per member?
• How do you measure the effectiveness of your overhead costs in order
to focus more on your mission?
• How do you measure your growth and your expected growth needed for
your vision?
Churches cannot operate without campaigns and cannot manage finances
without an effective resource like Financial Edge NXT. Financial Edge NXT
helps ensure you have the transparency you need into campaign success.

“Church financial
leaders need automation
in their software just as
much as any business.”
—Nathan Parris
CEO, NP CPA Services
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|

Every church can grow and improve—but to do so, churches must make the
right decisions based on the right information. At every level in the church,
there’s an opportunity to improve outcomes with data-driven decisionmaking.
In the church accounting office making a difference means: reconciling
cash quicker through bank feeds, accounting for balances through actual
expenses and encumbrances compared to budgets, and keeping an eye on
spending with account alerts.
Being able to identify your cash balances quickly can be done through bank
feeds in Financial Edge NXT (real time information synchronized with bank
transactions). Most churches need cash to thrive and need the cash
information quickly to make decisions for ministry costs. With bank feeds
you can do this almost instantaneously, while minimizing the time it takes
for your employees to reconcile cash.

Gain in reporting productivity
after switching to an integrated
Blackbaud solution, according to a
recent Forrester TEI study
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Controls to Ensure Effective Spending

Another way that Financial Edge NXT can provide savings is by creating
automatic alerts that prompt management on expense accounts exceeding
their budget.
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Church leaders need
the anytime, anywhere
access that only a
cloud solution can
provide

Empowering the Vision-Minded Church
Most church leaders didn’t choose their path because of a desire to spend
their time on administration and office work. They chose it because they
were called to make a difference and change the world by using their gifts
effectively.
That’s why church financial leaders need automation in their software just as
much as any business. Too often though church accountants end up wasting
time in accounting software that feels like it’s 20 years behind the times.
The truth is that the value of technology can be found in what it can do for
us, so we can do more important things.
Churches using Financial Edge NXT benefit in many ways:
• Costs saved from unnecessary spending can be reapplied to supporting
the mission.
• The Executive Pastor can spend more time with the congregation than
the financial records.
• Staff can reallocate time once spent on manual reporting to developing
ministry programming.

Blackbaud FinancialEdgeNXT.
Total church accounting.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

General Ledger
Allocation Management
Advanced Security
Cash Management
Accounts Payable
Budget Management
Purchase Orders
Cash Receipts
Accounts Receivable
Fixed Assets
Payroll
...and more

It’s time for church leaders to see clearly that being vision-minded
about mission, means being vision-minded about money and the
software that manages it.

Nathan Parris, CEO of NP CPA Services
Nathan Parris, CPA, CGMA, is a pastor and previous finance administrator at Woodlands Church, one of the largest churches in the United States.
Nathan is an experienced auditor and consultant for nonprofit organizations. Nathan received his accounting degree from Oral Roberts University
and is a member of the AICPA.
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